
MY DREAM TOUR GUIDE

English Wong Chun. My Dream Job. I want to be a tour guide when I grow up. Tour guides take care of tourists. They
travel to different places and meet many.

So, are you ready to abandon the 9 to 5? We have a wealth of passionate tour guides who love to show off
Greenland. Egypt is generally safe and tourism is progressing and doing well at the moment. All skills which
carry across impressively to any future career. The perks of the job The main reason I wanted to work for
student travel company was to travel, and travel I did! Being a tour guide lets you save money while
travelling. San Sebastian â€” Eusko Guide 5. While most of my friends were settling into their routines, I was
busy traveling around Europe and exploring Italy. Generally speaking, tour guides are expected to know a city
or country intimately and offer guests interpretive information such as history and anecdotes on all sites. Most
guides work on a tour by tour basis. Coming soon "Great company with professional and friendly people"
Viktor. After working hard to sell as many trips as possible, you will finally be able to enjoy all of your hard
work on the weekends. In my particular situation, my rent was covered as I lived in company housing, I had
all of my expenses paid when on a trip, and I was also paid to be a lead guide although I was not paid as an
assistant guide. With no rent, car payments or gas bills, you can accrue a decent amount in savings while you
travel. Lead guides, which you may be promoted to at some point, are in charge of everything
else-coordinating with the bus driver, making sure the group arrives at scheduled activities prepared and on
time, leading walking tours, and dealing with any unexpected situations that may pop up. Sales The most
important part of the job is, surprisingly, sales! All our tour guides have a broad knowledge of Greenland.
Being good with people, being a great organizer, and possessing a real interest in history and culture are more
important traits than just wanting to see the world. This must be the perfect job for me, right? A tour group
travelling through Morocco. On my application, I emphasized my love of travel, social media savvy, past
work experience, and my involvement in a sorority in college. So before rejoining our group for the next bit of
sightseeing, I asked Momo for his final thoughts on safety and tourism in Egypt. Are all my expenses paid?
Some cities require you to be a licensed guide to lead tours. Pretty soon you will be an expert in Corinthian
columns, traditional eating habits in multiple countries and the hilarious history of inter-country grudges.
Commission percentages, housing situations, and tour guide pay varies widely between companies, so it is
hard to put together an exact number. What skills do I need? How much do I get paid? You are actually
required to have fun for a living while travelling! Most tour guides are paid on commission, meaning that you
are paid based on how many trips you sell. Every time I go there it feels so peaceful as I show people around.
A tour guide gives specific narration in a place, often joining the tour group for just a couple of hours. They
also give commentary on history and culture. Long overnight bus rides, late nights out with students in
different countries, and tour guiding can be quite tiring, but getting to explore different places all the time was
so worth it. Just a few to get you started:. So hopefully things will keep getting even better. You will always
have someone at hand if you have questions or need help. Tour Guide A tour director is the one responsible
for logistics, confirmations, planning, damage control, and group dynamics.


